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The U.S. Coast Guard is pleased to select Chief Aviation Survival Technician Michael S. 
Spencer for the 2017 Non-Commissioned Officer Association Military Vanguard Award. The 
below contact information is provided: 

Michael S. Spencer is assigned to Coast Guard Sector Columbia River where he serves as Chief 
Aviation Survival Technician. 

On 01 February 2016, Coast Guard Helicopter CG6003 diverted from its assigned mission to 
search for a missing teenager who had fallen from a cliff in the vicinity of Cape Kiwanda, 
Oregon. Meanwhile, North Lincoln Fire and Rescue deployed a personal watercraft with two fire 
and rescue personnel aboard attempting to assist with the search effort. While searching for the 
survivor, the two firemen quickly became the subject of the recovery effort when they were 
ejected from their personal watercraft. As the heavy surf swept the firemen toward the rocks, the 
crew of CG6003 deployed Chief Spencer into the incredibly violent, unpredictable surf through a 
narrow chasm carved into the rocky cliffs to affect a rescue. Upon reaching the survivors, Chief 
Spencer assessed their condition and prepared the more critically injured survivor for a hoist to a 
safe area above the surf line. He then directed CG6003 into a position above the entrance of the 
cave where the second survivor had been swept into. Chief Spencer swam into the cave, out of 
sight of the aircrew, and recovered the second survivor seconds before he would have been swept 
to the back of the cave. CG6003 hoisted Chief Spencer and the second survivor to the same 
rocky ledge the first survivor was transported to where both survivors' injuries were assessed 
and transferred to awaiting emergency medical care. Chief Spencer's efforts saved the lives of 
the two first responders. 

ASTC Spencer's actions and performance embody the selfless bravery of the very best the U.S. 
Coast Guard has to offer. His pride and professionalism exemplify Coast Guard Core Values and 
are of the lineage of Signalman First Class Douglas Munro. 
If additional information is needed, please contact USCG.  
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Sincerely, 

Enclosure: (1) Biography of ASTC Michael S. Spencer 
(2) Digital picture
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